
Let’s Make a Two-Level Classification Tree:

Spread out the Animal Picture Cards (do not include the one of the whale).

Ask your child to find one word to name them all (animals). Ask them to name each animal in turn and, as they 
do so, to put a dot on the whiteboard or large sheet of paper to represent each type. Encourage them to put the 
dots in a straight line across the bottom of the space.

Ask: Can you see a way to show that all these pictures belong to one family, the animal family?

Agree that they can draw a big dot representing ‘the animal family’ above and to 
the centre of the row of dots on the whiteboard/paper. Once they’ve done that, 
have them draw lines joining the small dots representing the different types of 
animals to the big dot that means ‘all the animals’.

Ask them to put the Animal Symbol Card representing ‘all the animals’ next to 
the big dot, reminding them that this symbol helps us remember what the big 
dot means.

Now hold up one of the Animal Picture Cards (e.g. lion) and ask your child: Which is more and which is fewer, 
lions or animals? Agree that there are more animals than lions. Repeat with other Animal Picture Cards as many 
times as you consider necessary to consolidate their understanding of the relative ‘volumes’ of the superset 
‘animals’, and the subsets represented by the pictures of different types of animal.

Point out: There is something that makes it really easy to see which is more and which is fewer … Do you know 
what this is? (The big dot shows us which is more, the smaller dots show us which are fewer.)

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Symbol Cards for Animals, 
Fish, Mammals, Birds and 
Reptiles 

 Animal Picture Cards – 2 
Reptiles, 2 Mammals, 2 Fish 
and 2 Birds 

 Whale Picture Card

 A whiteboard, pen and 
eraser (preferable so you 
can rub things out easily as 
you go through the 
process) or a large sheet of 
paper, a pencil and an 
eraser

15–20 minutes

CONNECTING THE ANIMALS

To master the action of substitution – develop the ability to represent a three-level 
hierarchical relationship using a Classification Tree
To clarify the connection between the size of a dot in a Classification Tree and the 
magnitude of the ‘volume’ it represents
To demonstrate that a model can be altered to add new information 
To practise comparing the ‘volumes’ of different levels within a hierarchical classificatory system
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Your child can choose the correct Classification Tree when a superset and one of its subsets is presented, visually or orally.
Your child can choose the correct Classification Tree when two distinct subsets are presented, visually or orally.
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Who Lives in the Same Flat in the Block of Flats for All Animals?

Ask your child to look at the animal pictures again. Say: Let’s look at all the animal pictures again. We know that they all belong to the animal family -
they belong in the same block of flats, the block of flats for all the animals – remember? But would they all belong in the same flat?

Agree that the Animal Picture Cards can be divided into four different groups/families, with each needing its own flat – one for the reptile family, one 
for the bird family, one for the fish family and one for the mammal family. Have your child group the Animal Picture Cards, and then discuss the 
distinctive characteristics of the different groups. As a reminder:

• Fish are cold-blooded, have gills for breathing, have wet scales on their bodies and lay eggs in water.
• Birds are warm-blooded, have lungs for breathing, have feathers, lay eggs with hard shells, and have wings.
• Mammals are warm-blooded, have lungs for breathing, have body hair or fur, give birth to live young and produce milk for their babies.
• Reptiles are cold-blooded, have lungs for breathing, have dry, scaly skin and lay eggs with leathery shells.

Can We Show the Bird Family on Our Classification Tree?

Ask your child to place the two bird pictures under the first two small dots on the Classification Tree that they 
created earlier. Repeat with the reptile, the fish and finally the mammal pictures. Note: You need to ensure that 
the mammal pictures are at the end of the row to prepare for the later activity ‘But where do we put the whale?’

Show your child the Symbol Card representing birds, and ask: Where should we put it on the Classification Tree? 
Make obviously absurd suggestions (e.g. on the back of the whiteboard, on the other side of the whiteboard, 
next to the fish pictures), and then encourage your child to correct you and tell you specifically where it should 
go – under the big dot representing ‘all the animals’ and above the two small dots representing the pigeon and 
the sparrow.

Let’s Use a Dot to Represent the Bird Family:

Ask your child: What could we use to represent the bird family on the Classification Tree? (They could draw a dot.) How big should the dot be? (It 
should be bigger than the small dots for the pigeon and the sparrow, but smaller than the big dot for all the animals.)

Ask them to explain why, and then clarify: There are more birds than sparrows, because birds includes sparrows and all other birds, there are more 
birds than pigeons because birds includes pigeons and all the other birds. So the dot for birds should be bigger than the dots for the different kinds of 
birds. There are more animals than birds, because animals includes all the birds and all the other animals too, so the dot for the animals should be 
bigger.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

CONNECTING THE ANIMALS – continued
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Draw attention to the connecting lines between the dots on the left-hand side. Ask: Can you think of a way to 
change the model so that it shows that sparrows are birds, pigeons are birds and birds are animals? Agree 
that they should rub out the original line and replace it with three lines – one connecting ‘pigeons’ to ‘birds’, 
one connecting ‘sparrows’ to ‘birds’ and finally one connecting ‘birds’ to ‘animals’.

Repeat the procedure to include the three remaining categories (reptiles, fish and mammals) on the 
Classification Tree.

Now ask your child to think about the ‘volume’ represented by the different dots and levels on the 
Classification Tree. Point out that the higher up the Tree, the bigger the dot and the greater the volume. 
Then ask: So which is more, animals or fish? (Animals – it has a bigger dot, because animals includes fish 
and all the other animals.) Which is fewer, animals or reptiles?  (Reptiles – it has a smaller dot because it 
represents only reptiles, while the bigger dot represents all the animals.) 

Repeat with similar questions about the specific animals (sparrows, pigeons, crocodiles and so on), and encourage your child to explain their answers 
in terms of the relative sizes of the dots. Then summarise, using gestures to emphasise the points: We can see which is more and which is fewer. The 
bigger the dot, the bigger the volume; the closer to the top of the Tree, the bigger the volume too.

But Where do We Put the Whale?

Produce the Whale Picture Card, and say: Oh look, I have another picture here! What is it?  Then agree that a 
whale also belongs on the Classification Tree. Ask your child to show you where to put it. Wherever they place 
the card, ask your child to explain their reasons.

Agree that ‘whale’ is the name of a specific type of animal so it would need a room in one of the flats for 
animals, but it does not need a whole flat to itself. According to where your child thinks the Whale Picture Card 
should go, ask them questions that use the definitions of each group of animals. For example, if they say it is a fish: 
OK, so you think it is a fish. Let’s check. Does a whale have cold blood? (No, it’s warm.) Does a whale lay eggs? 
(No, it has live young that it feeds on milk.) Does it have gills? (No, it uses lungs to breathe.) Does it have scales? 
(No, it has sleek skin.) It lives in the water and looks like a fish but it is not a fish. In fact it is a mammal!  Have 
them add a dot for the whale to the end of the row of dots on the Tree, and to draw a line from that dot to the 
bigger dot representing the mammals.

Let’s Use Letters Instead of Pictures and Symbol Cards:

Explain to your child that when grown-up scientists use Classification Trees, they do not use pictures or Symbol 
Cards to remind them about what the dots mean. Ask if they know what adults might use instead, and agree 
that they would use initial letters. 

If your child knows their letters, ask them to ‘be just like a real scientist’ and remove the Picture and Symbol 
Cards from the Classification Tree, replacing each one with appropriate initial letters (two for each). If not, do 
it together – model writing the initials for them.

CONNECTING THE ANIMALS – continued
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Cut out each Symbol Card separately.
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Cut out each Picture Card separately.
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